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I just want you to know that, when we talk about war, we’re really talking about peace. 

     George W Bush, 18 June 2002
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Introduction
Much has changed in Ireland since the IRA declared a cessation of hostilities 
in 1994. 

Some years later, after a car bomb in Derry, Martin McGuinness, deputy First 
Minister of Northern Ireland and former IRA commander, called those who 
planted the device ‘conflict junkies’. Queen Elizabeth, who decorated the officers 
that directed the British Army killing of Derry civilians in 1972, received a 
warm reception during a state visit to Ireland. The Celtic Tiger has also come — 
and gone. 

The elephant of violence may no longer be in the room. But for some it’s still in 
the backyard, kicking a football around. It’s easier to begin a war than to stop 
one. The romance of rage finds a willing audience.

Fortunately, the London Olympics passed off without incident. But the bloody 
attack on the Sri Lankan cricket team outside Gaddafi Stadium in Lahore 
showed what can happen when sport and sectarian hate collide. 

Peace now reigns in the north of Ireland. According to the Belfast Telegraph, in 
2010 there were only forty reported terrorist incidents, including the death of 
Constable Ronan Kerr in Omagh. As Gerry Adams once put it, with customary 
lack of subtlety, “They haven’t gone away you know.”

John AD Fraser
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Foreword
All the Rage was the second of John’s plays I directed and the third that I’d 
programmed for the Tamarama Rock Surfers at the Old Fitzroy as Artistic 
Director. As it so happened, it ended up being the last Tamarama Rock Surfers 
production in the venue after 15 years as the resident company. 

After John’s first three comedies I was interested in him exploring the idea of 
an act of violence as the trigger point to a play, similar to those explored in the 
early works of Sarah Kane and the writing of Edward Bond. John and I share 
fairly colourful lives and many afternoons were spent discussing the possibilities 
of this idea over pints of Guinness, on the back deck of the Old Fitz. The result 
is a tight, muscular, black, thriller comedy that, like all John’s work and the play 
itself, was a blast to direct.

Leland Kean
Director
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First Production Details
All the Rage premiered at the Old Fitzroy Theatre in Sydney, ran June/July 2012, 
produced by Tamarama Rock Surfers. 

SKIN-THE-GOAT Laurence Coy
THE BAKER  Duncan Fellows
BOYLER  Xavier Coy
NINA   Scarlet McGlynn

DIRECTOR  Leland Kean
LIGHTING  Luiz Pampolha
SOUND DESIGN  Jeremy Silver
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Notes
Characters:

SKIN-THE-GOAT 40s

BOYLER early 20s

THE BAKER 40s

NINA late 20s

Time and Place: 

London, July 2012
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All the Rage
A basement.

Two doors, the first to stairs to the outside world, the second to 
a room off. NINA unpacks a large box, marked Tayto Crisps.

She wears a stopwatch attached to an Olympic lanyard.

NINA removes a pair of long-handled boltcutters and a roll 
of wire. She detaches the stopwatch and places it into the box.

NINA draws a voice recorder from the box and attaches it 
to her lanyard. She is about to talk into it when:

Yelling of men outside. NINA panics and throws the wire 
back into the box.

THE BAKER crashes through the first door. He is blindfolded.

NINA moves towards the boltcutters.

THE BAKER smells the air.

NINA leaves the boltcutters and exits through the second door.

BOYLER enters from the first door. He puts THE BAKER in 
a headlock.

SKIN-THE-GOAT enters through the first door.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Now this one’s real tough.

BOYLER I told you. A killer.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Only one chance?

BOYLER Just the one.

SKIN-THE-GOAT I’d have to go for the Nutty Professor.

BOYLER Catch yourself on.
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SKIN-THE-GOAT That Eddie Murphy is underrated. Laughed my bollocks off at 
that Nutty Professor.

BOYLER I had you down as a Texas Chainsaw Massacre man, so I did.

SKIN-THE-GOAT You can’t take a woman to a chainsaw massacre. What you 
need is a Hugh Grant.

BOYLER Hugh Grant would be no use at all in a chainsaw massacre. 
Me mammy gave our Michael that Love Actually. Last thing 
the poor fecker ever saw.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Last thing I saw was Alvin and the Chipmunks. The Squeakquel.

BOYLER I love them auld Viet Cong films. Our Michael gave us that 
one for Christmas where the fellow goes around blowing off 
folks heads. Christmas is a lovely time for them Viet Cong.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Couldn’t feel Christmassy at all this year. Family slabbering 
all the way through Chitty Chitty Bang Bang. Couldn’t catch 
a word.

BOYLER I love that Chitty Chitty Bang Bang.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Never feel proper Christmassy till I’ve seen Chitty Chitty Bang 
Bang.

SKIN-THE-GOAT begins to sing Chitty Chitty Bang Bang.

BOYLER joins. 

They continue singing together but do not know all the words.

THE BAKER It’s ‘four fendered’.

BOYLER You say something, you fecking grass?

THE BAKER ‘Our fine four fendered friend. Bang Bang Chitty Chitty Bang 
Bang, our fine four fendered friend’. Everybody knows that.

BOYLER And who exactly is asking you?
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SKIN-THE-GOAT He always did think his own shite smelled grand.

BOYLER Well today his auld shite smells like shite.

THE BAKER If you’re going to sing a song, get the lyrics right. 
Otherwise it’s a mockery.

BOYLER A mockery is it? Paul fecking McCartney.

THE BAKER Paul McCartney didn’t write Chitty Chitty Bang Bang.

BOYLER And I suppose you would be being some kind of expert on 
Chitty Chitty fecking Bang Bang.

THE BAKER It was the Sherman brothers.

BOYLER Well that so happens to be bollocks because it was auld 
Dick Van Dykey and some floozie in a bonnet.

THE BAKER The Sherman brothers wrote the song. Dick Van Dyke 
acted in it. If that’s the right term for all that pseudo 
cockney caper.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Dick Van Dyke would have made a grand Nutty Professor.

BOYLER You’re asking for it having a pop at a poor old song and 
dance man who isn’t even here to defend himself.

THE BAKER Dick Van Dyke was a screaming old ham.

BOYLER You take that back or I’ll choke the breath out of you.

THE BAKER You mean smother.

BOYLER I know what I fecking mean.

THE BAKER Smothering is obstructing the air passage above the level of 
the epiglottis. Nose, mouth, pharanx and the like. Choking 
means obstructing the air passage below the epiglottis.

BOYLER I’ll twist your fecking head off.
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THE BAKER Actually that’s even less likely to work owing to the —

BOYLER Then I’ll be slicing the fecker off you.

THE BAKER You would be needing a knife for that.

SKIN-THE-GOAT And we’re not some shower of cameljockeys.

BOYLER Then I’ll take you back to the van and blast your fecking 
head off.

THE BAKER Fire away. If you have the cojones.

BOYLER I have a Glock, not some Spanish shite.

SKIN-THE-GOAT He’s saying you don’t have the balls.

THE BAKER You must have found this one in a Christmas cracker.

BOYLER You shut your cakehole, you grass.

THE BAKER Or what?

BOYLER Or I’ll make like the fellow in The Deer Hunter.

SKIN-THE-GOAT The fellow in The Deer Hunter blew his own head off.

BOYLER He blew off loads of other fellow’s heads before he got 
around to his own.

THE BAKER Then hurry up already!

BOYLER Don’t you be telling me what to do.

THE BAKER This is your younger generation. Amateurs, the lot of 
them.

SKIN-THE-GOAT This one owes me a favour. Which makes two of you.

THE BAKER Then take me back to the van and blast away. You don’t 
have all day.

SKIN-THE-GOAT We’ve got all the time in the world.
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BOYLER Unlike you, you grassing feck.

THE BAKER They check in with me every day at six o clock.

SKIN-THE-GOAT And don’t you just love the royal treatment.

THE BAKER Six on the dot. Very professional so they are. I don’t answer 
and they’ll figure something’s up straight away. And guess 
whose door they’ll knock on first?

SKIN-THE-GOAT Don’t you be worrying about that.

BOYLER Too right. You leave the worrying to us!

SKIN-THE-GOAT Beg pardon?

BOYLER Just telling this one to leave the worrying to us.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Leave the worrying to us?

BOYLER The grassing feck!

SKIN-THE-GOAT So he shouldn’t be worrying at all, is that what you’re saying?

BOYLER No. Yes. No.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Are you worrying?

BOYLER I’m not worrying one wee bit. Totally grand, so I am.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Then you’re saying I should be worrying.

BOYLER Why would you be worrying?

SKIN-THE-GOAT Maybe you’re not up to the task.

BOYLER Don’t you worry about me. I got nerves like a Viet Cong.

SKIN-THE-GOAT But if I’m not worrying and you’re not worrying, we are 
not worrying at all. And why would he not be worrying, 
with you pointing a great big Glock at his head all the 
way here?
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THE BAKER You’re confusing your monkey.

BOYLER You shut your mouth you grassing feck.

THE BAKER You should have picked one with a wider vocabulary. 
Everybody knows cojones.

SKIN-THE-GOAT This one’s ripping the piss out of you.

THE BAKER On that, we are all agreed.

BOYLER One more peep out of you and you’ll be laughing on the 
other side of your face. Which will be decorating the far 
wall. Go on grass. Just one peep. Make my day.

THE BAKER ‘Bang Bang Chitty Chitty Bang Bang. Our fine four 
fendered friend’. I didn’t think so. You cockless wonder.

BOYLER You take that back.

THE BAKER Or what?

BOYLER Or it’s Glock o clock. I’m counting to ten.

THE BAKER Five would be much less of a strain on your monkey brain.

BOYLER Take back the monkey jibe.

THE BAKER Oo. Oo. Oo.

BOYLER One. Two. Three.

THE BAKER I never took this long. You never took this long.

BOYLER Four. Five. Six.

THE BAKER Young people can’t carry anything through. Can’t focus. I 
blame the interweb.

BOYLER Seven. Eight. Nine.

THE BAKER And?
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BOYLER And ten! This one’s for our Michael. You smartarse fecker.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Enough.

BOYLER Enough?

SKIN-THE-GOAT Untie him. Are you deaf as well as dumb? Blindfold and all.

THE BAKER Ignore him. He’s testing you. For monkey DNA. Go on. Go 
get your gun Viet Cong.

BOYLER Is this a test?

SKIN-THE-GOAT It’s an order.

THE BAKER It was me grassed up your Michael. 

BOYLER picks up the boltcutters.

SKIN-THE-GOAT He’s bluffing. Now put that thing down before you put 
some child’s eye out.

THE BAKER I’m glad Michael’s rotting in hell. Deserved everything 
he got.

BOYLER Michael was a proud volunteer.

THE BAKER Proud like a gay boy.

BOYLER Proud like a soldier.

THE BAKER He was an amateur just like you.

SKIN-THE-GOAT He doesn’t know your brother from a bar of soap.

BOYLER He knows his name!

SKIN-THE-GOAT Because you told him. Now. What are you waiting for? 
Untie him.

THE BAKER He’s testing you, monkey. He’s calling you an ape wrapped 
up in a big girl’s blouse.
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SKIN-THE-GOAT If I was going to call you a big girl’s blouse I’d be calling 
you a big girl’s blouse and be done with it.

THE BAKER If I had my way they’d have sliced off auld Michael’s nuts 
and stuck them in his mouth, and made you and all your 
monkey mates watch.

SKIN-THE-GOAT I’m waiting.

BOYLER Listen to the dirty, fecking, stinking, grassing mouth on him.

SKIN-THE-GOAT And he belongs to me. Just like you. Or have you forgotten?

BOYLER I have not.

SKIN-THE-GOAT And what did you swear on?

BOYLER On me mammy.

SKIN-THE-GOAT And what exactly are you to do if you fail to carry out 
my orders?

BOYLER I don’t think I should be saying exactly in front of this feck.

SKIN-THE-GOAT WHAT ARE YOU TO DO IF YOU CROSS ME AGAIN?

BOYLER To orally pleasure me mammy.

SKIN-THE-GOAT And so are you planning to dish out some family head?

BOYLER I am not.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Then if you put that thing down and untie him, it would be 
a great load off your poor mother’s mind.

BOYLER holds the boltcutters out to SKIN-THE-GOAT.

 I’m not touching that, you soft chimp. 

BOYLER drops the boltcutters.

 Be careful handling other fellow’s property. 
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BOYLER removes THE BAKER’s blindfold.

 And the rest.

BOYLER He could escape.

SKIN-THE-GOAT And where’s he escaping to?

BOYLER Snakes can be right dangerous.

SKIN-THE-GOAT He was only ever dangerous with his toys.

THE BAKER I smell almonds.

BOYLER Tayto is what you smell.

SKIN-THE-GOAT This man can smell an almond from one end of the thirty-
six counties to the other. If he’s saying there’s almonds, 
then almonds there is.

THE BAKER And perfume.

SKIN-THE-GOAT I smell no perfume. Are you wearing perfume?

THE BAKER There he is calling you a gay boy again.

BOYLER I am not. I’m wearing Drakkar Noir.

THE BAKER This is something altogether classier than Drakkar Noir.

SKIN-THE-GOAT I’m getting lasagne.

BOYLER That would be me.

SKIN-THE-GOAT For breakfast?

BOYLER Fried up leftovers is grand.

THE BAKER Coco Chanel.

SKIN-THE-GOAT There is no perfume in this place.

THE BAKER And where would that be?
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SKIN-THE-GOAT Now that would be spoiling the surprise altogether.

THE BAKER And I suppose you’re not willing to reveal who revealed 
my whereabouts?

BOYLER A fine question from the fecking king of the grass.

SKIN-THE-GOAT This one is such a right royal smartarse he thinks I’d just 
let him swan around England for the rest of his days under 
some invented name. You still think you smell of roses.

BOYLER Well you don’t smell of roses, you smell of shite.

SKIN-THE-GOAT I think we’ve established that he’s shat himself.

THE BAKER The war is over. You said so yourself on the telly.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Chitty Chitty Bang Bang is on the telly. It doesn’t make 
flying cars true.

BOYLER Though a flying car would be way cool. Or one of them jet 
packs. It would be a piece of piss to win a war if you had a 
bunch of fellows buzzing around in them jetpacks, now.

SKIN-THE-GOAT You win a war by never going away. What do we do to 
people who quit the battlefield?

BOYLER picks up boltcutters.

BOYLER I say we rip his nuts off and stuff them in his cakehole.

SKIN-THE-GOAT That’s a very imaginative idea.

BOYLER I am an ideas man, so I am.

SKIN-THE-GOAT I have an alternative suggestion.

BOYLER I bet it involves splashing this one’s brains all over.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Our guest doesn’t seem too stressed about getting his 
brains splashed anyplace.
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BOYLER He won’t be laughing when we’re ripping his nuts off him.

SKIN-THE-GOAT I got something our friend here does fear.

BOYLER I like the sound of that all right.

THE BAKER Oh, you like the sound of that all right.

SKIN-THE-GOAT The box, Mr Boyle.

BOYLER Right you are. I’ll sort the fecking box out right and proper. 
Mash the fecker right up, so I will.

SKIN-THE-GOAT I do not wish you to attack poor defenceless cardboard. I 
want you to lay the contents out for our comrade to enjoy.

BOYLER Is this one of them Guantanamera Bay techniques.

THE BAKER You mean Guantanamo?

BOYLER I know what I fecking mean.

SKIN-THE-GOAT The contents of the box, Mr Boyle. [BOYLER puts down 
the boltcutters and removes the contents of the box]

BOYLER Wire. Some glue. A packet of Tayto. One of them things 
for joining stuff to other stuff. A lightbulb and socket. Four 
of them wee batteries. Double A.

SKIN-THE-GOAT And is there a stopwatch?

BOYLER There is a stopwatch. And a roll of kiddie’s plasticine.

SKIN-THE-GOAT And how does the plasticine smell?

BOYLER It smells kind of funny.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Could you be slightly more precise?

BOYLER Bitter. Almonds.

THE BAKER Enough.
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SKIN-THE-GOAT We’ve hardly started.

BOYLER Watching stuff coming out of boxes is barely torture at all.

SKIN-THE-GOAT It is making our snake sweat.

THE BAKER Snakes don’t sweat. They’re cold blooded.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Too much basking in the sun for my taste.

BOYLER We can cram the Tayto in his mouth all at once and make 
him swallow without tasting them.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Hand this man the tools of his trade.

THE BAKER I am retired.

SKIN-THE-GOAT You swore an oath.

THE BAKER To work alone.

SKIN-THE-GOAT To work with whoever I see fit.

THE BAKER And you sent me out with halfwits.

SKIN-THE-GOAT One last job. For old time’s sake. For Donal.

THE BAKER What’s up with Donal?

SKIN-THE-GOAT Donal is grand. For now.

BOYLER The feck is Donal?

THE BAKER None of this is Donal’s fault.

BOYLER Your brother?

SKIN-THE-GOAT His spaniel.

BOYLER That nippy wee fecker?

SKIN-THE-GOAT Mr Boyle is hardly what we would call a canine person.
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BOYLER What kind of sick feck calls a dog Donal?

THE BAKER Donal is a gentle soul. Doesn’t even bark at cats.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Most animals can live for weeks. If you only strip the 
skin away one leg at a time.

THE BAKER You stay away from Donal.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Gladly.

BOYLER Smells like ten day old shite anyroad.

THE BAKER He smells like a dog is supposed to smell.

BOYLER I’m personally going to make you eat Donal’s hands. 
For Michael.

THE BAKER Donal has no hands.

BOYLER How the feck do you know that —

SKIN-THE-GOAT The Baker is telling you in his own smartarse way that a 
dog has paws.

BOYLER This one’s the Baker?

THE BAKER I don’t answer to that name anymore.

BOYLER I grew up spraying ‘One More for The Baker’ on walls.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Everyone’s hero. Back in the day.

BOYLER You showed those feckers what for.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Twelve perfectly executed operations.

THE BAKER Thirteen. One with buildings only.

SKIN-THE-GOAT The Baker’s dozen. Our best man.

BOYLER And then you done the dirty.
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THE BAKER Because you gave me a sidekick who was stupid enough to 
steal a Skoda from the driveway of a second hand dealer’s. 
Twenty grand’s worth of equipment in the back of that car. 
And him too lazy to fill the thing with petrol.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Clever man like you can read a petrol gauge.

THE BAKER My job was to bake. His job was to get me there. Bloody 
amateur hour. Handcuffed face down on the bonnet of a 
Skoda. Coppers were pissing themselves.

SKIN-THE-GOAT And so you cut a deal and grass.

BOYLER On poor old Michael.

SKIN-THE-GOAT And two dozen others.

BOYLER From hero to zero.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Living out his days scared of his own shadow. Scared of 
seeing my face again. Scared that the day would come.

THE BAKER An honest man is scared of nothing.

BOYLER Just say the word and I’ll rip his head clean off.

SKIN-THE-GOAT And how is he going to bake a cake with his head ripped off?

THE BAKER I’m not baking anything.

SKIN-THE-GOAT You bake, or we slow cook ourselves a wee hot dog.

BOYLER Getting him to build a bomb is hardly a punishment.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Just wait till he hears who his bodyguard is.

BOYLER That’s the way. Give him some right stupid fecker.

SKIN-THE-GOAT He’s all yours.

BOYLER You what? 

SKIN-THE-GOAT slips on an Olympic lanyard.
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SKIN-THE-GOAT I have business to attend to.

BOYLER If you leave me with this one, there’s no saying what I 
might do.

SKIN-THE-GOAT You’ll be making sure he does his job or you’ll be getting 
busy with your nearest and dearest. Am I clear?

BOYLER As crystal.

SKIN-THE-GOAT I want a working device and no mess. A nice 
professional job.

BOYLER We’re on the case.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Good. I don’t like surprises. [SKIN-THE-GOAT exits 
through the first door]

BOYLER On you go then. Everything you need.

THE BAKER And how would you know what I need?

BOYLER Just make the thing.

THE BAKER goes through the contents.

THE BAKER It’s not like a lasagne fry up. It’s a process.

BOYLER Then make it a snappy process.

THE BAKER What’s the rush?

BOYLER So we get the feck out of this place.

THE BAKER We’re not leaving. One of us at best. But not both.

BOYLER Well I’m not sticking around for that thing to go off.

THE BAKER You don’t get to decide. He does. Old Skin-the-Goat.

BOYLER How come they call him Skin-the-Goat?

THE BAKER You don’t want to know the answer to that.
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BOYLER If I didn’t want the answer I wouldn’t fecking ask. Is it 
something to do with goats?

THE BAKER It’s something to do with skin.

BOYLER Answering in riddles is fecking rude.

THE BAKER Rude is it? Rude is dragging a stranger out of his own bed, 
slapping him in a van, tying him up, holding a gun to his 
head and chucking him down a flight of stairs. That is 
rude. And then not even introducing yourself.

BOYLER Boyler. Though my real name is Boyle.

THE BAKER That seems an appropriate name.

BOYLER There you go again. You can call me Mr Boyle. Time to do 
your stuff. Master Baker.

THE BAKER Never took instructions from the likes of you in my life 
and I’m not starting now.

BOYLER But you will take instruction from the likes of Skin-the-Goat.

THE BAKER The minute I finish this he’s only putting a bullet through 
my skull. If I’m lucky.

BOYLER He said as soon as the job’s done we can walk straight out 
that door.

THE BAKER And straight into an ambush.

BOYLER He seems like a man of his word.

THE BAKER Unfortunately, that is my experience.

BOYLER A real boss man.

THE BAKER And you’ve known him since, what? This morning.

BOYLER I have known him longer than that. Since yesterday morning.
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THE BAKER Then you have no more idea than a monkey with a lobotomy.

BOYLER And I suppose you would be being a expert about him 
along with every other fecking else in this universe.

THE BAKER A thinking man never stops learning.

BOYLER And what is the point in that?

THE BAKER Is that a serious question?

BOYLER If a fellow tried to learn everything he would likely go mad 
or his head would totally run out of space and so would be 
exploding. Which makes no sense at all.

THE BAKER You think it’s smarter to be stupid?

BOYLER I’m saying there’s a limit. And the trick is in knowing 
when to stop questioning fecking everything, and let other 
fellows who know better take over.

THE BAKER That is perhaps the stupidest thing I have heard from those 
lips. And it’s up against some seriously stiff competition.

BOYLER You’re lucky I don’t break your fecking neck.

THE BAKER You’re lucky I can make this thing.

BOYLER You don’t seem like you could bake a wee bun.

THE BAKER Watch and learn.

BOYLER Grand at the big talk, so you are.

THE BAKER Four double A batteries, I always go for Duracell, with 
the marching bunnies and whatnot. You take a roll of 
insulating wire. A glue gun and a soldering iron. Some 
lovely almond-smelling material. A lightbulb and a socket. 
To test the connection. And there you have it.
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 At first you think maybe it’s a dud. On account of it’s so 
quiet. Real quiet. Too quiet. And then, oh God and then. 
Starts in slow motion. Then there’s a crack and everything 
comes crashing down, the beams, the bricks, the concrete 
snapping like a wishbone. The buckling, slow, floor by 
floor. The rolling carpet of dust. And then the noise and 
the chaos kicks in. Better than sex. Better than drugs. 
Better than anything. And it’s just batteries, wire, glue, and 
patience. Just like baking a cake.

BOYLER Then let’s get cracking.

THE BAKER Just one thing.

BOYLER You’ve everything you need.

THE BAKER I need your shoe.

BOYLER My arse you’re getting your hands on me trainers.

THE BAKER If you’re wanting this thing built, that is.

BOYLER Fellows who wear these get respect.

THE BAKER It’s only the laces I’m after.

BOYLER These are killer laces.

THE BAKER Wrong wire, see? A basic error. You’d think he’d know better. 
Amateur hour. But one end of your laces will do just grand.

BOYLER undoes his laces.

BOYLER Only one shoe, mind. You’re not getting your filthy hands 
on me other trainer.

THE BAKER One will be quite sufficient.

THE BAKER starts to build the device.

BOYLER Will you be needing a hand with that? Only, I never built a 
bomb before.
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THE BAKER Successful device requires the right feng shui.

BOYLER I picked up a few karate moves on the internet.

THE BAKER If you move a little further away, that would be a help.

BOYLER moves away.

BOYLER Is that better?

THE BAKER A wee bit further.

BOYLER How about this?

THE BAKER Keep going.

BOYLER This is far as I can go.

THE BAKER Then that will have to do.

A pause.

BOYLER So Mr expert on everything, you would be knowing 
everything.

THE BAKER I make no apologies for knowing more than most.

BOYLER What is the finest flavour of Tayto?

THE BAKER Everyone knows that.

BOYLER That is no answer at all.

THE BAKER Cheese and onion.

BOYLER It is cheese and onion.

A pause.

BOYLER And what about God?

THE BAKER I have never tasted God flavoured crisps.

BOYLER I mean does he exist and all?
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THE BAKER A God lives in all our heads.

BOYLER What kind of an answer is that?

THE BAKER The right one.

A pause.

BOYLER And what Premier League team does God follow?

THE BAKER I know nothing about football.

BOYLER Well that much is fecking obvious. Man U are the best by miles.

THE BAKER Don’t ever be telling that to Skin-the-Goat. Liverpool all the way.

BOYLER Man U do seem to make him mad.

THE BAKER He is mad with you.

BOYLER And how would you be knowing that?

THE BAKER Because he brought you here.

BOYLER He is mad with me.

THE BAKER That is not hard to understand.

BOYLER Would you like to know how I made him mad?

THE BAKER It is no business of mine.

BOYLER It is because I am being too like the Viet Cong, so it is.

THE BAKER And how is you being like the Viet Cong making him mad?

BOYLER That is no business of yours.

THE BAKER Suit yourself.

BOYLER I am suiting myself as I am not giving you the satisfaction. 
Leaving you on tenterhooks, so I am.

THE BAKER As you wish.
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BOYLER There are some things even a fecking know all will be 
knowing nothing about.

THE BAKER If I wanted to know, I’d flush it out of you as easy as peeling 
a banana.

BOYLER And if I had a bunch of bananas and we were on a fecking 
desert island I wouldn’t be giving you so much as an 
absolute coconut.

THE BAKER Then I’ll be leaving the finishing touches on this device 
until you learn to share.

BOYLER You’ll be finishing that device or I’ll not be breathing a word.

THE BAKER I’ll not be doing so much as a jot more until you tell me 
what you did to make him mad.

BOYLER Do you promise on your life to be finishing off that thing?

THE BAKER I promise on your life.

BOYLER An operation went awry.

THE BAKER What kind of operation?

BOYLER A secret one.

THE BAKER There are remarkably few public operations in a secret 
organisation.

BOYLER I shot the wrong fellow.

THE BAKER You’ve never shot so much as a clay pigeon.

BOYLER And how would you be knowing that?

THE BAKER I can smell it off you.

BOYLER I shot the wrong fellow stone dead, so I did.

THE BAKER And that made him mad?
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BOYLER He was hopping so.

THE BAKER Skin-the-Goat would split his sides laughing at the wrong 
fellow being shot.

BOYLER I have by no means reached the end of my explanation.

THE BAKER Then pray continue your story.

BOYLER It is no story. It is the truth.

THE BAKER When I smell the truth, I will start the device. 

BOYLER Having killed the fellow stone dead I hid my gun, just like 
a Viet Cong.

THE BAKER Hid it where?

BOYLER Will you let me finish?

THE BAKER I’m not giving you the chance to make stuff up.

BOYLER I hid it in a cabbage patch.

THE BAKER A cabbage patch.

BOYLER The very same. And when I came to dig it up, my gun was 
all rusted away and that is why he was mad.

THE BAKER So now you’re telling me a rusty gun made him mad.

BOYLER Crazy mad, he was. About the gun being rusty and all.

THE BAKER And Skin-the-Goat had given you this gun.

BOYLER As a trusted and loyal volunteer.

THE BAKER He gave you this at the gun-giving ceremony, I suppose.

BOYLER That’s the one.

THE BAKER In a big ceremony.
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BOYLER A fecking enormous ceremony.

THE BAKER A secret ceremony?

BOYLER Totally hush hush.

THE BAKER And did he wear a big hat, with peacock feathers streaming 
this way and that.

BOYLER I think it was peacock, so it was.

THE BAKER And did you wear a mask made of tree bark and did he chant 
in Latin and hand you the gun on a red upholstered pillow?

BOYLER It was a while ago now. But there may have been something 
along those lines.

THE BAKER And was this gun the Glock you were waving around in 
the van?

BOYLER I believe I have explained enough.

THE BAKER Because Glocks are for pussies.

BOYLER It was altogether bigger than a Glock. A fecking huge gun, the 
likes of would have been right at home with the Viet Cong.

THE BAKER He trusted you with heavy arms?

BOYLER They weighed a fecking ton.

THE BAKER And what kind of ammunition?

BOYLER Bullets.

THE BAKER What calibre?

BOYLER Of top quality calibre. The best. And with loads and loads of 
the feckers I did spray the wrong fellow from top to bottom 
like a fecking Swiss cheese before I buried it in the cabbage 
patch as I have been explaining.
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THE BAKER Then it must have been an AK.

BOYLER It was an AK, not that it’s any business of yours. So you can 
stick that in your pipe and fecking smell it.

THE BAKER I am smelling something. You can stick an AK six feet in 
the ground and a hundred years after you follow it into the 
dirt, a fellow could come along, dig it out and fire the thing 
first time. AKs come back around quicker than Chitty 
Chitty Bang Bang.

BOYLER Well who here is asking your fecking opinion?

THE BAKER And you give me your peacock feathers, and your tree bark 
and your pillow and all your Viet Cong hogwash.

BOYLER If I have a fault it is only that I am too enthusiastic when it 
comes to offing fellows. And that is hardly a drawback at 
all for a soldier.

THE BAKER Soldier my arse.

BOYLER I most certainly will not.

THE BAKER What did you really do to piss him off? Because it must 
have been bad.

BOYLER It was hardly bad at all. It was half of nothing.

THE BAKER I’ve seen Skin-the-Goat take folks elbows off just for 
looking at him funny.

BOYLER I spraypainted a wall.

THE BAKER His wall?

BOYLER I didn’t know. There were no signs or nothing.

THE BAKER That would make him mad. What did you spraypaint?

BOYLER Man Utd OK.
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THE BAKER That would be a death sentence.

BOYLER Just a bit of tagging.

THE BAKER How come he didn’t cave your skull in on the spot?

BOYLER I legged it and hid in the bus queue. It was the shoes gave 
me away.

THE BAKER This is not going to end well. 

THE BAKER starts the stopwatch.

 Where exactly are we?

BOYLER I am not at liberty to say.

THE BAKER You are not at liberty at all. You’re locked in a cellar by a 
crazy man and his least favourite person on a list which 
would stretch all the way from Derry to Cork. Now where 
the hell are we?

BOYLER I am not falling for any more of your tricks.

THE BAKER You must have driven, he wouldn’t touch the wheel. What 
do you remember from the way here?

BOYLER I’ve never been to England before. It all looks the same. 
Lots of funny sounding place names.

THE BAKER You’ll have to narrow it down.

BOYLER There was a sign.

THE BAKER What did it say?

BOYLER Keep Left.

THE BAKER For God’s sake.

BOYLER For Hounslow. Keep Left for Hounslow.

THE BAKER Is that where we are? Near Heathrow?
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BOYLER I don’t rightly know. I just remember thinking Hounslow 
sounded like a fecking slow dog.

THE BAKER Some Viet Cong you are.

BOYLER I know exactly where we are, you smart feck. And I’m not 
telling you nothing.

THE BAKER If I know where we are I can control exactly where to place 
the blast. If there’s a building to account for. An airport 
terminal for instance. Not much use if we’re under a lake, 
unless you want to drown.

BOYLER Well mister expert, we are under no lake.

THE BAKER Well are we under a building or an open area?

BOYLER A building.

THE BAKER Right.

BOYLER And an open area.

THE BAKER You eejit.

BOYLER Hah. I have you guessing now, you smartarse. Toying with 
you, so I am.

THE BAKER Is there grass above us?

BOYLER There is grass. And a running track.

THE BAKER A running track?

BOYLER A track where folk run round in circles. Not so fecking 
mouthy now, are you, Baker? No fecking idea where we are, 
eh? Narrow that one down in the whole of fecking England.

THE BAKER The Olympic Stadium.

BOYLER Who the feck told you that?
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THE BAKER The sly old dog.

BOYLER Striking a blow for freedom when the feckers least expect. 
It’s genius.

THE BAKER He’s bluffing.

BOYLER Does sticking you and me and a bomb under a stadium 
look like a bluff?

THE BAKER After Bin Laden, he’d lose everything if we blow this place.

BOYLER That selfish cameljockey fecked it up for everybody. I was 
pissing myself when the Septics shot his face off, so I was.

THE BAKER But the threat. You see?

BOYLER Skin-the-Goat is a statesman now. Like that Nelson 
Mandela.

THE BAKER He can’t be getting enough.

BOYLER He has no wife. Married to the movement he is. I did 
wonder if maybe he’s a bit, you know. Don’t fecking tell 
him I said that.

THE BAKER He has a wife all right.

BOYLER And how, in the name of feck, would you know?

THE BAKER I was their best man.

BOYLER And I suppose you organised his stag party and you all 
staggered around Derry singing rebel songs with traffic 
cones on your heads?

THE BAKER Phoned me up an hour before the ceremony. Whole thing 
done in ten minutes. Not even a reception after.

BOYLER What kind of mean fecker does not even stump up for a 
few party poppers?
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THE BAKER One who keeps schtum. Bad things happen to folk who 
know his business.

BOYLER Such as what?

THE BAKER They end up in places like this.

A thump behind the second door.

 Who else have you brought?

BOYLER Nobody.

THE BAKER points the boltcutters at BOYLER.

THE BAKER Tell me straight. I’m not messing around here.

BOYLER Just the three of us in the van. Him, and me, and you 
thrashing around in the back.

THE BAKER Open that door.

BOYLER We are not to touch that door in any way, on account of it 
being booby trapped.

THE BAKER Let me guess what genius in psychology is spinning you 
this line.

BOYLER It is no line. It is an order. So stay away from it unless you 
want to end up like the poor old goat.

THE BAKER Maybe he stashed your mammy in there.

BOYLER Maybe there would be no harm in checking that door. On 
the ground of operational security, like.

BOYLER hesitates outside the door.

THE BAKER What are you waiting for?

BOYLER He was most explicit about the not opening.

THE BAKER He told you he has no wife.
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BOYLER He did say booby trapped.

THE BAKER Who booby traps the building of a bomb? Now. After 
three. One, two —

BOYLER swings the door open on THE BAKER’s face.

 Jesus!

NINA steps out of the doorway.

BOYLER Who the feck are you?

NINA It’s not what you think. Let me be clear from the start. I’m 
with you all the way.

THE BAKER grabs NINA.

He gags her.

BOYLER Tighter.

THE BAKER It’s plenty tight.

BOYLER She’ll be eating a bag of Tayto through that excuse for a gag.

THE BAKER I’ll be cutting her head in half if I pull it any tighter.

BOYLER You might be ace at bombs but you can’t tie up women 
for shite.

THE BAKER Be my guest.

BOYLER I was against opening it in the first place.

THE BAKER You don’t think my work’s up to scratch, you tie it yourself.

BOYLER He is going to go mental about her.

THE BAKER He likely put her up to it.

BOYLER How is he putting her up to it?
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THE BAKER You’re looking at his booby trap.

BOYLER She hardly looks like a booby trap at all.

THE BAKER And what does a booby trap look like?

BOYLER Not as nice looking, for one.

THE BAKER A booby trap that looks like a booby trap is doing a shoddy 
job of booby trapping.

BOYLER Are you a booby trap, love? There, you see. You know nothing. 
And stop staring at her. You’ll be making her nervous.

THE BAKER hits the recording device.

Playback of several lines of dialogue.

THE BAKER What are you waiting for?

BOYLER He was most explicit about the not opening.

THE BAKER He told you he has no wife.

THE BAKER switches it off.

BOYLER takes the boltcutters.

BOYLER Fecking Special Branch.

THE BAKER Skin-the-Goat Special Branch.

BOYLER She is more likely one of your plants as one of his.

BOYLER points the boltcutters at THE BAKER.

THE BAKER How am I stuffing her in a cupboard if I don’t even know 
where I am?

BOYLER You know rightly where you are.

THE BAKER Because you told me.
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BOYLER Because you tricked me.

THE BAKER And who was bringing me here?

BOYLER points the boltcutters at NINA.

BOYLER What’s your name, love? Tell me your fecking name! I’m 
going to count to ten. One, two, three, four —

THE BAKER She can’t tell you her name.

BOYLER And how are you knowing that, Mr fecking I know 
everything when in fact you know precisely nothing?

THE BAKER Because I’ve just stuck a great big gag in the middle of 
her face.

BOYLER I am seeing why the boss put the effort into hunting you 
down. Take the gag off her.

THE BAKER I am only after putting it on.

BOYLER Well take it off! We need to break her down. And none 
of this name, rank, and number shite.

THE BAKER Hardly going to tell us if she’s special branch.

BOYLER She doesn’t know what I am capable of.

THE BAKER She’d be trained to deal with all sorts of sickos.

BOYLER Cameljockeys who’d slit her throat and the like.

THE BAKER There is worse than slitting throats.

BOYLER There certainly is.

THE BAKER You’re not fiddling with her.

BOYLER I can’t stand all that diddly diddly dee dee music.

THE BAKER I am not meaning that kind of fiddle.
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BOYLER Maybe just a wee feel.

THE BAKER She’d still be trained to resist.

BOYLER The Viet Cong were trained to resist by living on nothing 
but rice and milk for months on end. Those little yellow 
feckers knew what they were about.

THE BAKER You’re going to live on rice and milk until she talks?

BOYLER  I could live on rice and milk if the need arose.

THE BAKER Such as being held hostage in a farmer’s market.

BOYLER You take the piss all you fecking well like.

THE BAKER Thank you, I will.

BOYLER I am not minding any more of your shite.

BOYLER wrestles with the gag.

THE BAKER This is a mistake.

BOYLER You shut the feck up, you! What have you done to this 
thing? Knotted all to feck.

THE BAKER pulls once and the gag falls off.

THE BAKER It’s called a bow.

BOYLER Talk. Now!

THE BAKER Who sent you?

BOYLER Was it Special Branch?

THE BAKER Was it Skin-the-Goat?

BOYLER Stop asking her stupid questions.

THE BAKER He’ll be walking back through that door any moment.
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BOYLER Say something woman!

THE BAKER Where exactly are we, love?

BOYLER Don’t call her love.

THE BAKER Where are you from, love?

NINA Hounslow.

THE BAKER Olympics my arse.

BOYLER She just said she’s from Hounslow. She didn’t say we’re 
in Hounslow.

THE BAKER Amateur hour. Again.

BOYLER She heard us talking. She’s throwing us off the scent. 
Messing with our heads. So we don’t blow up your 
precious Olympic Games.

NINA What kind of halfwit blows up popular athletes?

BOYLER It worked grand for the Jewboys.

NINA The Olympics have never been in Israel.

BOYLER In that Eric Bana Munich film.

NINA That wasn’t the Israelies.

THE BAKER It was the Israelies they were shooting.

BOYLER Well it got them on a film, anyroad. I love that Eric Bana.

THE BAKER He was better in that Black Hawk Down.

NINA He’s lovely in real life.

BOYLER And I suppose you’ve got Eric Bana stashed in that 
cupboard and all?

NINA I interviewed him.
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BOYLER You see? Broken her already. She’s an interviewer.

THE BAKER She’s a journalist.

BOYLER Two jobs. One must be a cover.

NINA I got the gig because my editor thinks Eric Bana is hot.

BOYLER He is not so hot.

NINA I was doing my job, not trying to shag him.

BOYLER It’s good to know you’re not a floozie interviewer. I bet you 
get some right scrubbers in your line of work.

NINA Eric Bana was a step up. They usually send me to review 
chick flicks.

BOYLER That sounds right up your street.

NINA And any other job they don’t fancy getting off their lazy 
male arses to do.

BOYLER And what’s your favourite film, love?

THE BAKER Well this is a tough line of questioning.

BOYLER I bet it’s that Love Actually.

NINA Actually it isn’t.

BOYLER Then that one with the four weddings. That Hugh Grant 
makes excellent films, so he does.

NINA I prefer Michael Collins. Liam Neeson has very 
distinctive features.

THE BAKER Clever. We have a smart one here.

BOYLER Smart me arse. Liam Neeson is a proddy feck.

THE BAKER Liam Neeson is no proddy.
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NINA What does it matter?

BOYLER Is it your job now to ask a dumbarse question like that?

NINA That would be your job.

BOYLER Too right it is. So listen up, what are you doing in the 
booby trap room?

NINA Listening to you.

BOYLER See? She’s crumbling.

THE BAKER Who is your boss, love?

BOYLER I am asking the fecking questions! Who is your boss, love?

NINA Who do you want it to be?

BOYLER That sounds like a special branchy kind of answer.

NINA Then it must be.

THE BAKER This one’s not Special Branch.

BOYLER Always the fecking expert.

THE BAKER I’m getting a strong whiff of rodent.

BOYLER You think we should go back to the torture idea?

THE BAKER I do not.

BOYLER Play with her tits?

THE BAKER We will not be playing with her at all.

BOYLER You’re lucky my colleague is a bit of a gay.

THE BAKER I would sooner have the flaccidest sphincter in 
Christendom than be your colleague.

BOYLER He’s got all them fancy words. But I’m the man of action.
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THE BAKER I see no purpose in putting the screws on this one.

BOYLER A great big gaylord. Think yourself lucky.

THE BAKER Kill the cow.

BOYLER You’re having me on.

THE BAKER Straight away. One swing. Just above the eye. Do it.

NINA No!

THE BAKER Before he gets back.

NINA This is senseless.

BOYLER lines up a swing.

THE BAKER Bang bang. Job done.

NINA I’m worth more to you alive.

THE BAKER No messing around.

NINA Please. Let’s talk. I’m not here to harm you.

THE BAKER I got a real bad smell about this one.

BOYLER She smells grand to me.

THE BAKER Coco Chanel.

NINA Please. I beg you.

THE BAKER What are you waiting for?

BOYLER Skin-the-Goat hates surprises. Coming back to a floozie 
corpse would likely fall under that heading.

THE BAKER He’ll be madder still if he finds this one running around 
blabbing our business.

NINA This is not what you think.
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BOYLER You see? It’s not what we think.

THE BAKER You don’t think.

NINA I’ll do anything you want.

BOYLER Anything?

THE BAKER We have a job to do here.

NINA And I can help you.

BOYLER She can help us.

THE BAKER Never send a boy to do a man’s job.

THE BAKER reaches for the boltcutters.

BOYLER aims them at THE BAKER.

BOYLER You’re not getting your grassing hands on these.

THE BAKER And what are you going to do? Take her to the movies?

BOYLER She doesn’t look like Special Branch.

THE BAKER They don’t wear flashing beacons on their heads.

BOYLER She seems nice.

THE BAKER She seems like a journalist.

BOYLER Me mammy loves them women’s magazines. All that stuff 
about film stars and make-up and periods and all.

NINA I’ve been nominated for investigative prizes. Which I’d 
have won if I’d owned a cock.

BOYLER You would look nowhere near as nice with one of them.

THE BAKER All right love. One question. Straight answer or it’ll be 
your last.
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NINA I give you my word.

BOYLER She promises. That’s a start.

THE BAKER Are we under the Olympic Stadium?

BOYLER Or in fecking Hounslow?

THE BAKER Don’t interrupt.

NINA You really haven’t worked this out.

BOYLER I know exactly what’s going on. But the old boy here’s a 
bit slow.

THE BAKER Where exactly are we?

BOYLER Right. Or we go Viet Cong on your arse.

NINA We’re directly under the running track.

BOYLER See? All it takes is the direct approach.

THE BAKER She heard us talking about it.

BOYLER You can see she’s telling the truth.

THE BAKER Convince me.

NINA Why else would they go to the effort of bringing you here?

BOYLER A good question. I’d like to know the answer to that one.

THE BAKER And how do you know all this?

NINA A tip off.

BOYLER From who?

THE BAKER Who do you think?

NINA A professional never divulges sources.

BOYLER I say we go back to the torture idea.
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THE BAKER If you’re lying, I’ll personally strap you to the device.

BOYLER So what is the plan? Is it Usain Bolt? That fecker’s too 
quick to blow up. He’ll be through the finish line before 
the fuse reaches him. I love watching the Olympics. 
Except the boring sports, with no ball. I say we go for 
one of them, like jumping. Or bow and arrow. Or fellows 
hanging from hoops. Any fecker can dangle from a hoop.

NINA The plan isn’t to hit a sport.

BOYLER And who made you an expert? There are altogether too 
many of those in here as it is.

NINA The opening ceremony.

BOYLER It’s grand all those fellows and floozies marching 
around. Australia. Belgium. Canada. Dutchland. I love 
opening ceremonies.

THE BAKER Stick around and you can be part of this one.

BOYLER They look grand parading in them blazers so they do. 
Even the blackies.

THE BAKER You don’t say blackies.

BOYLER Darkies, then.

NINA We say people of colour.

BOYLER That makes no sense at all. We all have colour.

NINA Some of those athletes are Irish.

BOYLER Only in the proddy sports. Like foxhunting.

THE BAKER You mean showjumping.

BOYLER I know what I mean.

NINA That’s what happens when your boss doesn’t respect you.
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BOYLER This fecker is not the boss of me.

NINA Not how it looks to me. Maybe you like being his bitch.

BOYLER I do not like any such fecking way.

NINA Then why do you act like it?

BOYLER I act like a soldier.

NINA Some soldier you are.

BOYLER Thanks.

NINA You wouldn’t know the first thing about discipline.

BOYLER You could try me.

THE BAKER Have you been in war zones, love?

NINA I’ve interviewed enough. Know how they think.

BOYLER You don’t agree with someone, you kill them.

NINA That really the best you can do?

BOYLER Well what exactly would be the point of a fecking army if 
not to kill folk.

THE BAKER If you knew your history, you would understand.

NINA I have a degree in history.

BOYLER Then you’ll have heard of Gay Fawkes.

THE BAKER Guy Fawkes.

NINA Guido Fawkes was the last man/to enter parliament with 
honest intentions.

THE BAKER /To enter parliament with honest intentions.

BOYLER He was a great Irishman.
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THE BAKER Guy Fawkes was as English as this one.

NINA And he got himself caught.

BOYLER Well we’re going one better than that pointy-bearded loser.

NINA By blowing up showjumpers?

BOYLER Whatever it takes.

THE BAKER Nice try love. But we have a job to do.

NINA Very brave. Following orders.

BOYLER We’re professionals.

THE BAKER I’m a professional.

NINA That’ll make a nice epitaph.

THE BAKER You write obituaries?

NINA Another shit job they don’t mind dumping on the token.

BOYLER You shouldn’t do yourself down love. You look lovely and 
talented to me.

THE BAKER I’m sure you go down a bomb with all the suits in the office.

NINA Softcocks with barbed wire tattoos.

THE BAKER And the hair gel.

NINA And the lycra at lunchtime.

BOYLER What’s up with hair gel?

NINA What really floats my boat is pinning down people who’ve 
done more than just talk.

THE BAKER Someone with a place in history.

BOYLER This one’s over the hill. You want to be talking to someone 
up and coming. A mover and a shaker.
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THE BAKER What would she be wanting with a spotty kid in clown shoes?

BOYLER These things are all the rage.

NINA I bet you’d have a story to tell. Sharing the bomber’s secrets.

THE BAKER The secrets of the craftsman.

NINA Quite the exclusive. The Baker’s Dozen. Scoop of the decade.

THE BAKER The scoop of the century.

NINA You really fancy yourself.

THE BAKER At the top of my trade.

NINA Can you defuse that thing?

THE BAKER Blindfolded.

BOYLER Anyone could. This stuff ’s not rocket surgery.

THE BAKER Then be my guest.

BOYLER Busy right now, so I am.

THE BAKER Busy catching flies.

BOYLER Someone has to guard the prisoner.

 I gave him them laces.

NINA I bet there’s plenty I could learn from you.

BOYLER I could learn you heaps as well. I’m ace at painting smiley 
faces on walls. And I make a killer lasagne.

THE BAKER Of course I’m retired these days.

NINA All that talent going to waste.

THE BAKER I do rattle around the house some nights.

NINA You live alone?
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THE BAKER With Donal.

BOYLER You see? An absolute cockmuncher.

THE BAKER My spaniel.

NINA I like a man with a dog.

THE BAKER Does your fiance have one?

NINA This thing?

NINA shows her engagement ring.

BOYLER For feck’s sake. You’ve been leading us all on.

NINA This is just to put people off.

THE BAKER People?

NINA Wankers.

BOYLER Wankers are a right pain in the arse. You are a clever wee 
cookie, love.

NINA A clever wee cookie?

BOYLER You like that? Birds love all that chat, so they do.

NINA You have no idea.

BOYLER It’s me you want to be interviewing. I have loads of likeable 
qualities, so I do.

NINA I bet most people miss that.

BOYLER Most folk do miss that.

NINA I see things others don’t.

BOYLER You mean like spooks?

NINA I can see auras.
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BOYLER And what colour is mine?

NINA Yours is a bit hard to describe.

BOYLER Is it red?

NINA It’s very loud.

BOYLER I knew it. Man U.

NINA Scarlet is a very sexual colour.

BOYLER So it is. When this is over, would you be fancying sharing a 
lasagne? Fresh mind. None of your leftovers or nothing.

THE BAKER I don’t think this one’s the lasagne type.

BOYLER And how are you knowing what she eats and doesn’t? I bet 
you love a nice runny lasagne with chips. What was the last 
thing you were eating?

NINA Foie gras.

BOYLER Chips with that?

NINA Not as a rule.

BOYLER Then you must be fecking starving. Pizza then. Everyone 
loves pizza. And chips. What do you say?

NINA That’s not the kind of offer I get every day.

BOYLER Not frozen or nothing. And none of your Pizza Hut shite 
neither. I’m talking Pizza Express.

NINA Let’s keep the pizza on ice until the movie comes out.

BOYLER This would make an altogether grand movie. Spielberg 
would be mad for a gangster face like this.

NINA He would have to be mad.

BOYLER Who would you get to play me? Eric Bana?
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THE BAKER Dick Van Dyke?

BOYLER I bet you can’t think of someone with my aura.

NINA Actually I can.

BOYLER For a floozie, you are way smart. Is it Hugh Grant?

NINA I’m thinking a bit more rugged.

BOYLER He is a bit of a big ponce.

NINA With distinctive features.

BOYLER Not that proddy feck. Is it that fellow in The Deer Hunter?

NINA Saw him in a Michael Jackson video.

BOYLER sings a line from Bad by Michael Jackson.

THE BAKER McCauley Culkin?

NINA Bubbles.

BOYLER The feck is Bubbles?

THE BAKER The monkey! You tell him love.

BOYLER Take that back.

NINA If Bubbles can handle the accent.

THE BAKER Bubbles the gangster.

THE BAKER makes monkey chants.

BOYLER I’ll show you who’s the gangster. Give us the bling.

NINA This thing’s cheap shit.

BOYLER I’ll be the judge of what’s shite and what’s not shite.

NINA It’s stuck fast.
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BOYLER Been enough messing around here.

BOYLER takes the boltcutters and grabs NINA’s hand.

BOYLER and NINA struggle.

NINA Take your filthy monkey mitts off me. Call off your sidekick!

THE BAKER Fight your own wars. And always clear up after. Sign of a 
proper job.

THE BAKER takes a bag of Tayto from the box.

BOYLER Give me the fecking thing!

NINA Get your hands off —

BOYLER Won’t fecking budge!

NINA All right, all right. You can have the bloody thing.

A loud bang.

BOYLER slices off NINA’s finger.

BOYLER Look what you’re fecking making me do.

THE BAKER holds up a burst packet of Tayto.

NINA is in shock.

 That was all his doing.

THE BAKER Do something. I can’t stand the sight of blood.

BOYLER How do you stick these things back on?

THE BAKER A tourniquet. Your other lace.

BOYLER Oh no.

THE BAKER Oh yes.

BOYLER Jesus, Mary, and Joseph.
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BOYLER removes his other lace.

 What kind of gangster goes around in no laces?

THE BAKER winds the laces around NINA’s finger.

THE BAKER Now concentrate, love. What is your name?

NINA Nina.

THE BAKER Where are you from?

NINA Hounslow.

BOYLER Some fecking interrogator you are. We know all that already.

THE BAKER Where are we?

NINA The Olympic Stadium.

THE BAKER And what day is it?

NINA The Opening Ceremony.

SKIN-THE-GOAT enters.

He picks up NINA’s finger.

BOYLER It was this one. Impossible to work with a fellow like this. Like 
you say boss, fecker just loves the smell of his own shite. And 
does he ever shut the feck up?

THE BAKER This what you get from locking me in here with another amateur.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Which one’s the handyman?

BOYLER drops the boltcutters.

BOYLER She was spying on us, so she was.

SKIN-THE-GOAT With her finger?

BOYLER Not only that, but with her ears and all. And a recording 
device also. In the booby trap room.
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SKIN-THE-GOAT The door I expressly told you not to open?

BOYLER There were security concerns. And rats. And it was not me 
who opened the door. It was The Baker.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Was it indeed?

BOYLER I am almost sure it was him. I’ve been keeping close guard 
over him at all times, in spite of his altogether sucky attitude 
and general refusal to co-operate.

SKIN-THE-GOAT If it’s a medal you’re wanting you’ll be better off upstairs. 
What’s with the boltcutters?

THE BAKER His latest scheme to get into her pants.

BOYLER That is altogether a fecking lie. He’ll be saying all kinds of 
things to shove me in the shite.

THE BAKER Slobbering over her like Pavlov’s dog.

BOYLER I never met no Pavlov and only asked if she’s fancying a pizza.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Pizza Hut or Pizza Express?

BOYLER She was wanting some place without lasagne, weren’t you love?

SKIN-THE-GOAT Did you torture her?

BOYLER Not at all.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Why not?

BOYLER I was all for torturing, was I not? It was this one was against.

THE BAKER I said we should kill her.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Did you now?

NINA Look what you have done.

BOYLER We interrogated her.
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THE BAKER And what did she tell you?

BOYLER This one found bugger all. But I found she has two jobs, 
an interviewer and a journalist. She’s from Hounslow. And 
she’s called Nina. And she’s not too fond of chips. Which is 
altogether suspicious, if you ask me.

SKIN-THE-GOAT I am not asking you.

BOYLER Of course not boss. I am excellent at keeping silent.

SKIN-THE-GOAT I am asking her.

BOYLER That’s a grand idea. You’ll be skinning the truth right 
off her. While I was interrogating, this one made a great 
banging noise, so he did, and —

SKIN-THE-GOAT Make yourself scarce.

BOYLER I could help you if you like.

SKIN-THE-GOAT You’ve done enough.

BOYLER Thanks boss.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Now see if you can make it through the door without 
pulling the handle off it.

BOYLER Right you are. See you in the van.

BOYLER moves to the first door.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Not that door.

BOYLER moves to the second door.

 Both of you.

THE BAKER You’re never going to leave me cooped up with this halfwit.

BOYLER We’ll fecking kill each other in there.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Don’t get my hopes up.
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BOYLER You don’t want to be trusting this one neither. She leads 
you up the garden path and then slams the gate right in 
your fecking face, so she does.

BOYLER and THE BAKER enter the cupboard.

 I’m not good in small spaces.

THE BAKER Or large ones.

BOYLER We’ll be running clean out of air.

THE BAKER You any idea how long it takes a human brain to shut 
down through lack of oxygen?

BOYLER Oh for feck’s sake would you give it a —

THE BAKER shuts the door.

SKIN-THE-GOAT secures it with a chair.

A pause.

NINA and SKIN-THE-GOAT kiss.

SKIN-THE-GOAT The recording?

NINA I’m a professional.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Then we’re all home and hosed.

NINA holds up her hand.

NINA We are pretty fucking far from home and hosed.

SKIN-THE-GOAT There you go. Making me jealous.

NINA Jealous?

SKIN-THE-GOAT There’s boys would give their right arm for a badge of 
honour like that.

NINA This is not a fucking tattoo.
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SKIN-THE-GOAT All those slimy deskjockeys in your office. How many 
fingers do they all have?

NINA I don’t see that’s any —

SKIN-THE-GOAT How many fingers?

NINA Ten.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Ten nice, safe, manicured fingers.

NINA I’m rather attached to my finger.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Then come on. A wee bit of ice will see you right.

NINA You know what you can do with your ice.

SKIN-THE-GOAT They can sew it back on.

NINA I want Boyler’s head.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Now steady on. That’s just the shock talking.

NINA Boyler’s head. On my mantelpiece.

SKIN-THE-GOAT If we had the time.

NINA Make time.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Every second counts here.

NINA I can spare a few more.

SKIN-THE-GOAT They’re already up to Cuba. It’s not in the plan.

NINA Who made you the boss of me?

SKIN-THE-GOAT Boyler’s just a wee shite.

NINA All the more reason.

SKIN-THE-GOAT If we don’t leave right now, you’re going to lose this thing.

NINA You got a lot more to lose than a finger.
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SKIN-THE-GOAT The pair of them’ll spend the rest of their lives banged up. 
While we live it up.

SKIN-THE-GOAT pulls tickets from his lanyard.

 What do you reckon eh? The Seychelles.

NINA Any softcock can use a credit card.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Cocktails by the pool. Cocktails in the pool. And the best 
bit is, you won’t have lift a — That is, everything bought 
and paid for. No need to work.

NINA I’m not scared of work.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Then you can write by the poolside.

NINA And how am I going to touch type?

SKIN-THE-GOAT Editors don’t need to type.

NINA You think I’d be satisfied with editor?

SKIN-THE-GOAT Few words from me and you’ll be appointing editors.

NINA I want an award for this.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Let’s just get the finger back on.

NINA A Pulitzer Prize.

SKIN-THE-GOAT I can twist a couple of arms. They love me over there, 
the Septics.

NINA The Baker’s Last Dozen.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Your Pulitzer will look much better on the mantelpiece 
alongside my Nobel Peace Prize.

NINA Our mantelpiece?

SKIN-THE-GOAT You still have the ring?
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NINA You still have the wife?

SKIN-THE-GOAT Technically I do.

NINA Technically?

 Were you ever planning to tell me?

SKIN-THE-GOAT I’ve been married to the movement. That’s all.

NINA And what about the kids?

SKIN-THE-GOAT Who says I have kids?

NINA Alvin and the Chipmunks.

SKIN-THE-GOAT That’s all history. The war is over.

NINA I’ve heard that somewhere before.

SKIN-THE-GOAT You are my future.

NINA Even with this?

SKIN-THE-GOAT Especially with that.

NINA picks up the boltcutters.

NINA I found you The Baker.

SKIN-THE-GOAT And I am eternally grateful.

NINA So you owe me Boyler.

SKIN-THE-GOAT We need them both alive.

NINA One will be more than enough.

SKIN-THE-GOAT My hands need to be clean.

They kiss. 

NINA I can be clean. I can be dirty.
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NINA opens the second door.

BOYLER enters.

BOYLER Jesus feck!

THE BAKER enters.

THE BAKER Greetings from the cupboard of a thousand smells.

BOYLER Fecking never lets up with the expert opinions. Do I know 
how long oxygen will last for two fellows being stuck in a 
wee room?

THE BAKER A damn sight longer than folk think. Taking into account 
recycling of breath and the airflow under the doors —

BOYLER I’d sooner watch Liverpool than spend another minute 
with Albert fecking Bernstein and his —

THE BAKER Albert Bernstein is it?

SKIN-THE-GOAT Enough.

BOYLER If it’s not enough him draining all the air with his fecking 
gassing away and all —

SKIN-THE-GOAT ENOUGH. Blindfold this one.

BOYLER I thought you’d never ask.

THE BAKER This is bad news for one of us.

BOYLER blindfolds THE BAKER.

BOYLER It certainly is, you know it all feck. If I were you I’d be 
praying for a blessing.

THE BAKER The only blessing I have, is that I am not you.

BOYLER Then you can be praying on wee Donal’s soul.

THE BAKER Why Donal’s soul?
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BOYLER At lest that wee fecker knew to keep his gob shut.

THE BAKER What have you done with Donal’s —

BOYLER Some guard dog he was. Hardly gave a yelp till half his face 
was hanging off. No wonder he was feck all use against cats.

SKIN-THE-GOAT That’s enough.

BOYLER More like a goat than a dog so he was.

NINA Shut your monkey mouth.

BOYLER And who the feck are you to be telling me what the feck 
to do? Fecking worse than this feck. You want me to go to 
work on her, boss?

SKIN-THE-GOAT I want you to do one more thing for me.

BOYLER If you’re wanting me to get up to no good with this one I 
would still be willing, even her if she is only good for the 
cripple Olympics.

SKIN-THE-GOAT I want you to stand quite still and keep your filthy 
mouth shut.

BOYLER I am grand at standing still. I was always winning prizes at 
musical statues and the like.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Then shut your trap.

BOYLER I am grand at that and all. Oh I see. This is another of 
them tests. I am a fast learner. I have stopped talking now.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Any last words Mr Boyle?

BOYLER Is that me allowed to speak again?

SKIN-THE-GOAT No.

BOYLER Then no.
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SKIN-THE-GOAT Remember. Not a word.

NINA twists BOYLER’s nuts.

THE BAKER smells his way to the bomb.

BOYLER Holy FECK!

SKIN-THE-GOAT What did I just say?

BOYLER writhes on the ground.

NINA drops the boltcutters.

 What a woman. We could have used you back in the day.

NINA strangles BOYLER with her lanyard.

THE BAKER reassembles the bomb.

NINA Never, never, never, fuck with me.

BOYLER slumps to the ground.

SKIN-THE-GOAT I’d call that a personal best.

THE BAKER holds one end of the laces.

THE BAKER Welcome to the opening ceremony. Let the games begin.

NINA We can do that interview.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Don’t be soft. We packed the wrong wire.

NINA You weren’t listening.

SKIN-THE-GOAT I know my business.

NINA Boyler gave him his shoes.

SKIN-THE-GOAT Then he really is losing his touch.

NINA HE’S USING HIS LACES.
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SKIN-THE-GOAT His what?

THE BAKER This isn’t just for Donal. This is for me.

THE BAKER connects the bomb.

Massive explosion. 

End of play.
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